Determination of structure and energetics for gibbs surface adsorption layers of binary liquid mixture 2. Methanol + water.
Vapor/methanol and vapor/methanol-water mixture interfaces have been among the benchmark liquid interfaces under extensive experimental and theoretical investigation. In this report, we studied the orientation, structure and energetics of the vapor/methanol-water interface with newly developed techniques in sum frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy (SFG-VS). Different from the interpretations in previous SFG-VS studies for a more disordered interface at higher bulk methanol concentrations, we found that the methanol-water mixture interface is well ordered in the whole concentration region. We are able to do so because direct polarization null angle (PNA) measurement allowed us to accurately determine the CH3 orientation at the interface and to separate the orientational and interface density contributions to the SFG-VS signal. We found that the CH3 groups at the interface pointed out almost perpendicularly from the interface. We further found that this well-ordered vapor/methanol-water mixture interface has an antiparallel structure. With the double layer adsorption model (DAM) and Langmuir isotherm, the adsorption free energies for the first and second layer are obtained as -1.7 +/- 0.1 kcal/mol and 0.5 +/- 0.4 kcal/mol, respectively. Therefore, the second layer adsorption is slightly negative, and this means that replacement of the second layer water molecule with methanol molecule is energetically unfavorable. Comparing this interface with the vapor/acetone-water mixture interface reported previously, we are able to correlate the second layer adsorption free energy with the work of self-association using the pairwise self- and mutual interaction energies between the water and solute molecules. These results provided detailed microscopic structural evidences for understanding of liquid interfaces.